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Summer, as a season, bursts with business opportunity for the 
beauty and wellness industry! New brands in hair are joining 
the brigade and the consumer is scouting the market for fresh 
hair cuts, care and colour options. It is true that potential 
and competition go hand in hand, hence, it is essential for 
professionals to stay updated on innovative trends and 
techniques. So, what are the top hairstylists suggesting to be 'the' 
trend of the season? 

On cue arrives the second lead feature, which gives us an insight 
into the hair products category. The hair market in India is 
going through a major paradigm shift. With consumers ready 
to experiment with new products and services, and marketeers 
churning out new products at an impressive rate, there is a sense 
of excitement in the industry. It gets even better, as reports state 
that the category is estimated to grow further – at a CAGR of 
17.1% till 2023. 

In our celebrity interview section, we feature Rafael Bueno. The 
Spanish hairdresser stood out with his avant-garde hair looks 
at the International Visionary Awards. He won the Runner Up 
Award in the second international  nal and consolidated his 
position as one of the most valued Spanish hairdressers. He shares 
his professional journey with us. In a mesmerising photoessay, 
we present Bernat Sayol, celebrity stylist with Salones Carlos 
Valiente. His F2 collection is inspired by the people themselves. It 
showcases the range of distinct styles that can be found across the 
world, from Nordic to Asian, to European and Latin, they all come 
together to create the collection. Length, texture, and colour 
play their parts in this striking feminine collection. From India, 
we feature Biak Lun, Technical Director at Play Salon, who was 
declared the  rst runner up at L’Oréal Professionnel Style & Color 
Trophy held in Paris. 

We also showcase Clover Wootton, multi-award winner and a 
champion in prosthetics. She shares her journey and thoughts 
on sustainable beauty. Dr Batul Patel, Medical Director and 
Dermatologist at The Bombay Skin Clinic reveals her view on the 
new fad – Micro needling to rejuvenate ageing skin.

In Spa Focus, we share Healing Sanctuary Spa and Acqua 
Sanctuary at The Farm in San Benito, Philippines. It is spread 
across 3,456 sqm and is architecturally designed to amaze guests, 
relieve them of their worries and allow the body to cleanse itself 
naturally. Zeeshan Qasim, Spa Manager at The Rejuve Spa, The 
Lalit Grand Palace in Srinagar, shares his view on the growing 
wellness industry, strategies, future plans, and more. 

All this and more in this issue of Salon International-India. We are 
on Instagram @saloninternational_ind and Facebook
@saloninternationalindia. 

Do look us up for the latest news in the business! 
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\\  by Aradhana V Bhatnagar

Rafael Bueno
Heads and Shoulders Above
Rafael Bueno stands out with his avant-garde hair looks at the International 
Visionary Awards. The Spanish stylist won the Runner Up Award in the second 
international final and consolidated his position as one of the most valued 
Spanish hairdressers. With Salon India, Rafael shares his professional journey 

Interest and inspiration to be a part of hairdressing
I started when I was 15, combining my hairdressing and styling 
studies with working at my family’s salon. I always knew I wanted 
to be a hairdresser. From a young age, I would sit in my aunt’s 
salon and spend hours watching everything that happened there. I 
enjoyed watching people enter the salon and leave, transformed.  

Family support
My family has always supported me in everything I have done. I 
have been lucky that they respected my decisions and helped me 
to take advantage of the best training by sending me to the best 
schools available. I will always say: without their love and support, 
I would not have achieved all that I have. Also, my aunt, who also 
happens to be my godmother, was my greatest teacher.

Fond memories 
I remember my aunt always treated me like any other member of 
the team, for which I am grateful.  Even though I was her nephew 

STYLISTS NEED 
TO BE CREATIVE 
IMAGINATIVE, 
PERSEVERING 
– THE LIST IS 
ENDLESS. 
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Expert Recommended Solutions 
Seasonal Hair Damage
Summer is on in full swing and 
believe it or not, the weather 
can throw a spanner in your 
hair looking its best. Just as 
it can damage your skin, the 
sun can also damage hair and 
scalp. So, here are experts 
suggesting solutions to protect 
your hair from sun, heat, and 
humidity

\\  by Aarti Kapur Singh

Dr B L Jangid, Delhi-based dermatologist and Founder, SkinQure, shares, “You may 
have healthy hair almost all year round, but in summer, your hair will turn limp and 
lifeless. This is because the sun dries out the strands and the increased humidity 

makes it fall  at. Additionally, the main cause of damage is sweat and dust that lead to 
an increase in problems like dandruff and split ends. The worst case scenario is hair loss 
and thinning hair.” 

His views are echoed by Dr Apoorva Shah, Trichologist, Richfeel, who says, “Summers 
can be harsh on your scalp, causing dryness and sunburns. Some people believe that hair 
protects the scalp, but that is not true. In the end, a dry scalp can damage the hair roots.” 
According to Gita Ramesh, Jt MD, Kairali Ayurvedic Group, “Summer heat can cause scalp 
damage mainly due to heat and sweating, which in turn lead to damaged hair.”

Shampoo, condition with care
Daily shampooing is not recommended, but at times, it is unavoidable. A good rinse in 
cold or lukewarm water will do the trick, but not doing so can harm the hair. According 
to Gita, “By not washing your hair daily, you allow dirt to settle in which causes dandruff, 
boils and itching. This leads to an unhealthy scalp and rough hair with spilt ends.” In case 
you wash your hair daily, it is better to use a gentle shampoo and conditioner. 

Feature_Hair.indd   28 5/14/2019   6:11:12 PM Feature_Hair.indd   29 5/14/2019   6:11:22 PM
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Biak Lun
India’s Pride in Paris  
She has set a benchmark in Indian hairdressing. 
Meet Biak Lun, Technical Director at Play Salon, 
who was declared the first runner up at L’Oréal 
Professionnel Style & Color Trophy held in Paris

How has your journey been in the salon 
industry, so far?
I came to Bengaluru in 1992 to study 
Theology. Having always loved to create 
new styles on my own hair and inspired 
by family members, who were already 
in the salon business, I decided to drop 
out and instead, train as a hairdresser. By 
the time I  nished, I was approached by 
Wella Professionals and I joined them as 
a trainer. While working for Wella, I had 
the opportunity to travel and soon got 
an offer from Schwarzkopf Professional. 
I worked with them for  ve years. It was 
tough as at that time, convincing people 
about the products and training them to 
use it right was a challenge, but I managed 
to pull through. I was bestowed an all-India 
Technical Award by the brand, which had in 
three years seen signi  cant market growth. 
By this time, L’Oréal had found a stronghold 
in the market. With my award and as my 
reputation in the industry grew, I was 
recommended for a Trainer position with 
L’Oréal. They appointed me as a Regional 
Training Manager for South. I worked with 
L’Oréal Professionnel for over  ve years, 
until my health gave in and  I could not 
travel. I joined Bounce Style Lounge, where 
I stayed for  ve more years, and then joined 
Play Salons. I am still working at Play and 
feel blessed to have a team that has stood 
by me. 

From your viewpoint, how has the Indian 
salon and hair industry evolved?
When I started my career as an educator 

in hairdressing, initially, it was dif  cult to  convince clients to try a 
red or blonde colour or experiment with cuts. However, 10 years 
down the line, there has been a signi  cant change in the mindset of 
cosumers which has positively in  uenced the hair industry.   

Tell us about your dream win in Paris.
The title of First Runner-up at L’Oréal Professionnel Style and Colour 
Trophy in Paris was surreal. I had never dreamed that I would win a 
global award of such calibre and represent my country. I had won at 
The Indian Hairdressing Awards and was already proud of my hard 
work. The First Runner-up award was simply magical! 

How did you create the winning look?
For global colour and balayage highlights, I used L’Oréal 
Professionnel’s Mocha-Majirel Cool Cover. To lighten it up, I used 
L’Oréal Blond Studio, once I achieved the desired yellow level, I 
deposited 9.13 in 20 vol. The technique used was inspired by Paul 
Dennison’s cut and colour masterclass that I had attended two 
months before the competition. It was Balayage using the weaving 
technique and I practiced it well. I was also intrigued by the styles 
that the French sported that it in  uenced my  nal look, French Chic. 

What are your favourite hairstyling products?
L’Oréal Paris Elnett is my all-time favourite; L’Oréal Professionnel 
Tecni.Art Siren Waves De  ning Elasto-Cream, Tecni. Art Volume Lift 
Mousse, and Tecni.Art Constructor.

What are your views on education in the hair industry?
Theoretically, practically and in terms of products, there is so much 
to learn every day. For example, when L’Oréal launches a product, 
we need to learn to use it to our advantage. It is a constant process 
and the only way to keep up with it is continued education. If 
nothing, pick up a magazine and keep track of the developments 
and trends in cut, colour, and product categories. Also, regularly 
attend seminars and masterclasses to upgrade your skills. Over the 
years, I have participated in several training sessions with Guy 
Kremer, L’Oréal, and others. 

Role Model_Biak Lun.indd   31 5/14/2019   10:28:23 AM
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While potential and competition 
go hand in hand, it is essential 
for professionals to stay updated 
on innovative trends and 
techniques. So, what are the 
top hair trends of the summer 
season? India’s  top hairstylists 
show us the way

Haircuts
Colour

Trending Right Now

and
\\  by Aradhana V Bhatnagar
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THE FAST GROWTH 
OF FASHION 
AND BEAUTY 
INDUSTRIES CAN 
BE ATTRIBUTED 
TO THE FACT THAT 
MORE PEOPLE ARE 
TAKING THEM AS 
ART FORMS FOR 
SELF EXPRESSION. 

Meet Delhi-based Ashima Sharma, who trained to 
be a fashion designer at FIDM in Los Angeles and did 
Masters in Pret and Couture wear. Her label Ashima 
S Couture is a trendy mix of bling and metal 

Ashima Sharma
Of Bling and Metal

Stepping into fashion
In college, I took up Fine Arts and later 
transitioned into a fashion designer. 
With the progress of time, I reaslised 
that designing and starting a business in 
designing are two different things. Keeping 
this in mind, I worked hard and launched 
my label Ashima S Couture.

Role of hair and make-up in fashion
Hair and make-up are the backbone of 
the fashion industry. One cannot make 
anybody look glam without the right hair 
and make-up to go with the look. Fashion 
and beauty industries, hence, go hand in 
hand. Both need the other to compliment 
and complete the looks.

Fashion and beauty industry of India
Fashion and beauty were prevalent since 
time immemorial, but in today’s time 
everyone is interested in fashion, beauty 
and lifestyle. The fast growth in the fashion 
and beauty sector can also be attributed 
to the fact that more people are taking 
these as art forms for self expression. 
The two  elds are being taken seriously 
by individuals who are taking an interest 
in learning about them. Also,  there is an 
increase in the number of people that take 
up professions based on the two lines.

Artists worked with
Being a designer, I work with make-up 
artists and hairstylists, who have been 
chosen by the celebrities that I have 
designed for. They have their favourites, 
who understand their skin tone and cater 
to their individual beauty needs. 

Source of inspiration
I love the career graph of Donatella 
Versace.  

Favourite muse
I have many favourites muses, some of them are models with 
whom I do regular catalogue shoots and some are celebs. Sonam 
K Ahuja undoubtedly carries off different styles effortlessly.

Out of the box look adopted for a collection
We have tried different shades of lip colours and different 
hairstyles. We have had almost all kinds of conventional 
hairstyles on our shoots ranging from soft curls to poker straight 
hair. Also the highlighting and bronzing also play a key factor 
in a fashion shoot as the model needs to look freshly off the 
runway.

Incorporating beauty and hair in the collection and ramp
We take the theme very seriously, and depending on it, pick the 
make-up and hair looks. Also, we keep in mind the skin tone 
and body type to decide the  nal look. Our hair and make-up 
looks have, so far, been less experimental on the ramp, but 
complimented the collection and the story behind the show.

Future plan
I already feel that I am involved in the hair and cosmetic industry 
as being a fashion designer, I keep learning about these subjects 
so that I can explain properly about what we need and get the 
 nal desired look for our muses and models. Hair and cosmetic 

industry is an ever-growing  eld and it is important even for 
those in the fashion industry to stay updated about the latest tips 
and trends in the beauty industry.

Influencer_Ashima Sharma.indd   76 5/14/2019   10:55:53 AM
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Salon India presents the most lucrative packages 
for those who wish to indulge in luxurious self care

Spa Solace
Lucrative Offers

THALASSO SIGNATURE
Thalasso Spa, Delhi
This luxurious process starts with a body massage of your choice 
which relaxes the muscles. It is followed by a full body scrub to get 
rid of the dead skin and leaves skin feeling fresh. After this, you walk 
into the steam cabinet and allow the warm steam for complete 
relaxation and rejuvenation.  

Duration: 90 minutes

Price: `5,000 +taxes 

ROSE PETAL BODY SCRUB
Aheli Spa, The Roseate, Delhi
Legendary for its unsurpassed beauty and delicate fragrance, Rose 
petals have long been used for softening and rejuvenating skin. Its 
rich, nourishing and soothing properties help control thread veins, 
heal wounds and induce skin elasticity. This scrub lends smoothness 
to your skin and is superb for anti-ageing. 

Duration: 60 minutes

Price: `9,500 +taxes

CHRONOLOGIST CAVIAR VIP RITUAL
The Imperial Salon, Delhi 
This summer, give your hair and scalp the holistic solution with the 
Chronologist Caviar VIP Ritual. For resident and non-resident guests, 
it includes a consultation, massage and hairstyling. Regenerate 
and revitalise your hair like never before. The scheme is valid and 
available till 30th June. 

Duration: 90 minutes

Price: On request

DEEP MUSCLE MASSAGE
ESPA Spa, Leela Palace, Delhi
ESPA body treatments combine the best of ancient and modern 
techniques to release tension and leave you feeling deeply relaxed 
and rebalanced. Deep Muscle Massage is a powerful combination 
of stretches and a therapeutic massage that helps combat stiff and 
tired muscles and joints. It is ideal solution for anyone looking to 
release deep seated tension and stress.

Duration: 60 minutes 

Price: `6,608 inclusive of taxes
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Cindy 
Crawford
“Self-confidence makes 
you look attractive”

The highest earning model in 1995, this Midwestern 
beauty’s memorable mole and perfect vital stats led 
to the creation of MTV’s House of Style episodes, sexy 
Pepsi adverts, and countless other campaigns. One 
look at Cindy Crawford and it is easy to understand 
that at 53, ageing can be eff ortless and gorgeous

\\  by Aarti Kapur Singh

For 25 years Cindy Crawford has been the brand ambassador of Omega 
watches, and has ably held on to the status of being one. Today, when 
her daughter Kaia, 14, is embracing a career in modelling, Cindy shares 

that getting old has not been easy. “For me, it was really hard; the idea of 
turning 50 was daunting. For so long I was the 20-year-old model on the cover 
of Vogue, and then all of a sudden my daughter is there,” she says beaming 
with visible pride. Three decades after her iconic Pepsi commercial, the 
original supermodel, wears many hats of being a supermom, skin care guru, 
home goods mogul, and a published author. 

“I take good care of my skin”
“It is never too early or late to start taking care of your skin. I have taken a lot 
of tips from Jean-Louis Sebagh, an anti-ageing specialist, who worked with 
me on Meaningful Beauty. The daytime is about protecting your skin and 
restoring it at night. I have made taking care of my skin part of my routine. 
Dermatologists regularly preach about the importance of removing your 
make-up at the end of the day, and I have taken that advice to heart. At night, 
I always remove make-up, and before a shower, use a triple exfoliator from 
my own beauty line. I like to really scrub, as I donot have a super-sensitive 
skin. The importance of getting your skin ready for good products is important 

Celeb Style_Cindy Crawford.indd   84 5/14/2019   11:51:13 AM








